
Comment on \Time-like ows ofenergy-momentum and partile trajetories forthe Klein{Gordon equation"Roderih Tumulka�April 30, 2002AbstratHorton, Dewdney, and Nesteruk [1℄ have proposed Bohm-type par-tile trajetories aompanying a Klein{Gordon wave funtion  onMinkowski spae. From two vetor �elds on spae-time, W+ andW�,de�ned in terms of  , they intend to onstrut a timelike vetor �eldW , the integral urves of whih are the possible trajetories, by thefollowing rule: at every spae-time point, take either W = W+ orW =W� depending on whih is timelike.This proedure, however, is ill-de�ned as soon as both are timelike,or both spaelike. Indeed, they annot both be timelike, but they anwell both be spaelike, ontrary to the entral laim of [1℄. We pointout the gap in their proof, provide a ounterexample, and argue that,even for a rather arbitrary wave funtion, the points where both W+and W� are spaelike an form a set of positive measure.Let  = eP+iS (where P and S are real) solve the Klein-Gordon equation,�� = m2 . Set P� = ��P , S� = ��S, and� = sinh�1 P �P� � S�S�2P �S� :That P� and S� are orthogonal is an exeptional ase that we neglet, likethe authors of [1℄. For W� one is supposed to take either W+� = e�P� + S��address: Mathematishes Institut der Universit�at M�unhen, Theresienstr. 39, D-80333M�unhen, Germany. E-mail: tumulka�mathematik.uni-muenhen.de1



or W�� = �e��P� + S�, depending on whih is timelike; they annot bothbe timelike sine they are orthogonal. The question is, ould they both bespaelike?The authors of [1℄ delare thatW+� andW�� annot both be spaelike andargue like this: otherwise there exists a Lorentz frame suh thatW+0 = 0 andW�0 = 0, thus e�P0 = �e��P0, from whih they onlude e� = �e��, whihis impossible.It is orret that any two orthogonal spaelike vetors span a spaelike2-plane (orresponding to x0 = 0 in the appropriate Lorentz frame), but noontradition arises sine in this ase P0 would be 0 (in this frame). This isthe mistake in the proof.Together with W+0 = 0 (or W�0 = 0), P0 = 0 implies S0 = 0. Hene, forW+� and W�� to be spaelike it is neessary and suÆient that P� and S�span a spaelike 2-plane.Can this ase our? Clearly: sine the Klein{Gordon equation is ofseond order, one may hoose  and �0 ad libitum on the x0 = 0 hyper-plane. Can it also our for the �rst-order Klein{Gordon equation �i�0 =pm2 �� , or, equivalently, for funtions from the positive-energy sub-spae? Here is an example: let  be a superposition of three1 plane waves (x) = 3Xi=1 i eik(i)� x�with wave vetors k(1)� = �m; 0; 0; 0�, k(2)� = �p27m;p26m; 0; 0�, k(3)� =�p27m; 0;p26m; 0�, and 1 = 3, 2 = �1=p3 � i, 3 = i. Then, at theoordinate origin, we �nd P� = (0; �;��; 0) and S� = (0;��; 0; 0) with� = p26m=, � = �=p3 and  = 3 � 1=p3. This example ould also bemade square-integrable by replaing the plane waves exp(ik(i)� x�) by positive-energy L2 Klein{Gordon funtions '(i)(x) with the properties '(i)(0) = 1 and��'(i)(0) = ik(i)� .One may suspet, however, that perhaps this partiular wave funtion is very exeptional, and perhaps even that for this speial wave funtionthe oordinate origin is a rather atypial point, so that the sort of situationjust desribed an be ignored. After all, we would be willing to ignore the1Two will not suÆe for an example sine P� and S� are linear ombinations of the k�vetors. 2



ase where P� and S� are orthogonal beause in the 8-dimensional spae of allpossible pairs of vetors P�; S� it orresponds to a subset of dimension 7, andtherefore one would expet that the spae-time points where this happensform a set of measure zero.But sine W+� W+� and W�� W�� are ontinuous funtions of P� and S�,the set of pairs P�; S� where both W+ and W� are spaelike is open (andnonempty) and thus has positive measure in 8 dimensions. I know of nothingpreluding any pairs P�; S� from arising from a Klein{Gordon wave funtion,so it seems reasonable to expet that the spae-time points with spaelikeW+ andW� form a set of positive measure for many wave funtions, perhapsfor most.Aknowledgements. I wish to thank Sheldon Goldstein for improvements andsimpli�ations of the arguments.Referenes[1℄ G. Horton, C. Dewdney, A. Nesteruk: \Timelike Flows of Energy-Momentum and Partile Trajetories for the Klein{Gordon Equation",J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 33 (2000) 7337. arXiv: quant-ph/0103114
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